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1: How Social Media Can Help Organic SEO : 2 Case Studies - Jeffbullas's Blog
For this article I decided to dive deeper into what Cutts' statement meant for the relationship between social and SEO
and learn how SEO-focused marketers are thinking about social media now that social signals are out of the picture, at
least for now.

Can social media help with SEO? Before we answer that question, a quick glossary of common search engine
optimization terms for readers who may not be SEO experts. Search engine results page Search rank: A metric
used to calculate how visible a website or page is on a SERP. If the number is at percent, for example, that
would mean the URL is ranking in the first position for a keyword s. Search visibility is especially important
when tracking the aggregate ranking of a website for a basket of keywords. Domain or page authority: The
strength of a website or page on a particular subject in the eyes of search engines. For example, the Hootsuite
blog is perceived by search engines to be an authority on social media marketing. This means we have a better
chance to rank for keywords related to social media than a food blog like Smitten Kitchen. Does social media
help SEO? The question of whether social media has any impact on SEO has been long debated. In , both
Google and Bing admitted to using social signals to help rank pages within their results. Since , Google has
publicly denied that social has any direct affect on rankings. A lot has changed over the past four years. One
noteworthy shift is that social networks started appearing in search engines at a much larger scale. Facebook
URLs ranking within the top in Google. Twitter URLs ranking within the top in Google. Well we did, and
thought it was time to analyze the relationship between SEO and social media with a series of tests. We
organized our contentâ€”blog articles, for the purposes of this experimentâ€”into three groups: But before
launching the test, we needed to level the playing field. So, for a full week prior to the launch, none of the 90
articles chosen for the experiment were updated or promoted. This allowed us to establish a baseline of their
search rankings. Following this step, we promoted two posts per day from Group A and Group B over a
two-week period and measured the results during the following week. Start to finish, the entire experiment
took about a month to run. Methodology To ensure we covered all our bases, we recorded the following data
points: Which keywords we were tracking Which URLs blog articles we were tracking The monthly search
volume for each keyword The Google search rank of each article before the test began The Google search rank
of each article 48 hours after the test began The Google search rank of each article one week after the test
began The number of links pointing to each article before the test started backlinks are the number one driver
of search rank The number of unique websites pointing to each article before the test began The URL rating
aHrefs metric, more on that in a minute for each article before the test began The number of links pointing to
each article after the test concluded The number of unique websites pointing to each article after the test
concluded The URL rating aHrefs metric for each article after the test conclude Going in, we understood the
accepted position on the topic is: That is, content that performs well on social will likely earn more backlinks,
which helps boost search rank. The rate at which aHrefs crawls the web is second only to Google. The results
of the experiment From a high level, we can observe an improvement in search visibility between the three
keyword baskets. As you can see from the results above, there appears to be a strong correlation between
social activity and rankings. As illustrated, the control group sees the lowest levels of ranking improvements,
and the highest levels of ranking declines when compared to other test groups. Although rankings were
recorded for the duration of the test, we specifically wanted to zero in on changes that happened immediately
following a piece of content being promoted on social media. The scatterplots above illustrate the change in
rank observed within the first 48 hours of a piece of content being shared, along with the total number of
social engagements. As you can see, the organic and boosted test-groups perform much better than the control
group, where there are more observed ranking losses. The above chart looks specifically at the change in rank
within the first 48 hours vs. Looking at the data from the surface, we can observe a positive linear trendline,
indicating a positive relationship between the number of social engagements and change in rank. Of course,
any seasoned SEO strategist would question this correlation due to a number of factors relating to how social
engagements can influence other metrics that are in fact ranking factors. More on that later. When looking at
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the the total number of social engagements vs. But what about the age-old argument of: As mentioned above,
Google has traditionally refuted the fact that social activity influences rank, instead suggesting that social
engagement may impact other metrics, like links, which could impact your rank. This chart illustrates the
change in referring domains pointing to a piece of content being promoted vs. As we can see, there is most
definitely a positive correlation between the two metrics. Get the free guide right now! SEO experts can keep
scrolling, as they already know the answer to the question of whether or not links correlate with better
rankings. Social marketers, however, should listen up. The above charts illustrate rank vs. As you can see,
there is a strong correlation between the number of websites pointing to a piece of content and relative rank.
For fun, we filtered results by search volume and observed a much less significant correlation for keywords
with more than 1, monthly searches, indicating a higher level of competitiveness. What happens if we take
away instances where we observed a change in referring domains? To properly challenge the theory that social
marketing can only influence rankings through acquired links, and not rankings directly, we removed all
instances of keywords that observed a change in referring domains over the test duration. What we were left
with, were only two factors: Admittedly, this level of filtering gutted our sample size, but left us with a
promising picture. There is a positive correlation between social engagements and change in rank. Overall
there were more improvements in rank associated with social engagements than observed ranking losses. Of
course this data encourages a larger-scale test, which would be difficult to pull off considering the stringent
SEO and social methodologies applied to this experiment. If you do that, you risk annoying followers. And
then they might ignore your posts, or worse, stop following you entirely. Quality of postsâ€”not quantityâ€”is
key. Remember, it might only take one new backlink to significantly improve the search rank of a URL
depending on how competitive the keyword is and how authoritative the site is that links to your own. Social
marketers should also take note of the implications of paid promotion on SEO. Indeed, our findings show that
paid promotion has nearly double the SEO benefit of organic promotion. SEO should be thoughtfully
integrated into your broader social marketing strategy , but it should not be the driving force. Quality is, after
all, the number one ranking factor in Google. Use Hootsuite to share quality content on all your social media
channels from one dashboard. Grow your brand, engage customers, keep up with competitors, and measure
results. Try it free today. He has led organic search programs for big brands like Avis and Budget, and has
supported search strategies for Cigna, ToysRus, and many more. She loves creating and executing digital
strategies and social campaigns, ideally while enjoying a slice of fresh bread with butter.
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2: SEO & SEM Ranks 9th on LinkedIn's Top Skills List - Search Engine Journal
When examining the relationship between social media and SEO, you'll hear industry experts discuss correlation vs.
causation. Does social media have a direct effect on organic search engine.

For the longer answer, however, you really should read the rest of this post. In this article, Google confirmed
that links shared on Facebook and Twitter are used as a ranking signal. Cutts produced another video tackling
this question. This time he said that Google treats Facebook and Twitter pages like any other web page for
search, but not as a ranking factor. This is primarily due to the overlap between brand websites performing
strongly in social networks and being allocated top positions by Google. But there most likely is correlation
here. So is it a surprise that sites with high ranking positions also have high numbers of social signals?
Potential for Links The more shares on social media you have, the more opportunities people have to see your
content and link to it. In this case study , a company achieved over , Facebook shares to a web page and shot
up the rankings for keyword phrases that were competitive. Back in , we assumed Facebook shares were a
good ranking signal and, therefore, we preached Facebook shares would help rankings. This shows that having
popular content on social media helps to attract potential links. You have to be proactive and reach people
where they are. And where are the majority of people? With the number of people on social media, its
worldwide reach, and its ease of sharing, social media is a great way to build your web presence and quickly
build an audience. You might not want to admit it, but yes, consumers are more likely to turn to companies
they know and trust. The bigger your brand is and the more consumers trust you, the more likely you are to
receive a larger share of clicks in Google. Once you start getting more of the share of clicks in Google from
your expanded audience, the higher you will start to rank. Branded Searches When consumers Google your
brand name plus a keyword phrase, it can help you rank for similar keyword phrases. In a quick analysis of a
fashion website we did earlier this year, the site, FashionNova, rose from nothing to 88, keywords in SEMrush
over the course of a year. We discovered that the only positive SEO ranking factors it had over everyone else
were that its bounce rate was much lower than other sites, according to Alexa, and they had 6. This enabled
Google to understand more of what consumers wanted when they searched particular phrases. If consumers
interacted positively with the Fashionnova. YouTube is actually the second most-searched search engine. A
good example is a company which blends random items and made a website out of their YouTube videos once
they realized YouTube videos hosted on YouTube provide no real SEO value. You can use this example, and
other social media platforms, to promote your content to your audience and be able to acquire high-quality
backlinks. There are a few dependencies though: Your audience must be on social media. Engagement is
challenging for most B2B companies. Social media offers many long-term benefits. Which is, ultimately, what
SEO is all about. Image Credits Screenshots by Ronald Dod.
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3: Organizing for Martech: Re-examining Modern Marketing - Search Engine Land
Since social media relies on high-quality content and a visible, strong brand presence, the efforts you spend on SEO
can doubly improve your social media reach, and as most search marketers will.

Search engine optimization SEO is not a magic wand that will, with a simple wave of the hand, magically land
your business website at the top of search engine results. If it were that simple, everyone could do it. There are
many layers of knowledge involved in properly executed, effective SEO. Search engine optimization is an
involved, multi-level process, not a singular action, which requires expert knowledge and proper management
to deliver positive results for your business. Since properly executed search engine optimization involves
much more than merely making a few adjustments to your site or adding a few keywords and phrases to your
existing content, there is no definitive answer to the question of how long it takes before you will see results.
A reputable SEO firm will tell you that it normally takes a minimum of between four and six months to see
positive results from a solid SEO strategy that has been properly implemented and managed. At the end of the
day, a professional SEO firm will focus on all the factors that will help increase your business over the long
haul, and manage those issues effectively. Search engine optimization is a full-time endeavor requiring
dedicated individuals with the training, knowledge, and expertise to make the internet work for you. With the
right SEO firm working on your behalf, you will have a team of experts with the technical resources, tools,
and information it takes to improve not only your position in search results, but your bottom line, as well. It
sounds like there are big changes in pay-per-click? Apparently, there has been somewhat of a "PPC rebirth"
and marketing can be much more targeted and cost-effective than it used to be? The odds are that you ended
your campaign with less money and little to no results. Unfortunately, this is the experience of many business
owners who used PPC in the early days. A combination of inexperienced marketers and a relatively new
advertising medium caused many people to turn their back on paid search completely. Also, the content is far
more entertaining than just a simple text advertisement. You can now use PPC to deliver multimedia
advertisements; such as video, images, Text messages, and much more. You can couple peoples, income,
search habits, frequently visited sites, interests, and more. This takes paid search far beyond simple Keywords
and search ads. Now you can make finely tailored campaigns that are designed to reach people on a more
personal level. Modern PPC taps into the sites that your clients already commonly visit and continues your
advertising message as they flow in and out of Google. Making sure you stay top of mind across the internet.
How can I leverage social media for my business? Is it a "fad" or does it really work? Social media ROI is
unbelievably incomparable to other avenues of advertising. To maximize ROI, you need to: I need a complete
digital marketing team. Who will I be working with?
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4: How Social Media Helps SEO [Final Answer]
Organic SEO can be a better option for quality long term SEO traffic on your site in comparison to social media
marketing which is refferal traffic. 1 0 Organic SEO can be a better option for quality long term SEO traffic on your site in
comparison to social media marketing which is refferal traffic.

Google Webmaster Tools Step 5: Navigation Navigation, as it relates to SEO, is important on two ends.
Second, search engines need to find clear connections between individual links and pages. To accomplish both
of these goals simultaneously, you need to build a universal navigation. Do this by identifying why visitors
come to your site, what your top exit pages are, and what search terms are used on site. Next, you should
divide your products and key pages into categories with useful names. Finally, put those categories in the
universal navigation and keep things simple. If you use drop down menus, they need to be in HTML in order
for the search engines to read them. If your product pages have more than 20 items on a page, consider adding
a filter for visitors to narrow their search. On-Page Content While there is significant behind the scenes work
that goes into SEO, you still need quality content for visitors to read and view. Avoid keyword stuffing and
instead use calculated, well-placed keywords. It is best to target one keyword phrase per page. As for the
structure, each page should have a distinct arrangement and headings. Meta Tags In order to understand the
value of meta tags , you must think about things through the eyes of search engine users. When you search for
something, how do you determine which result to click? You most likely analyze the first few results and read
a few words from the title and accompanying description. As a site, you only have a limited string of
characters to persuade a user to click on your result over millions of others available. That descriptive sentence
is known as a meta tag. Your site will see a noticeable improvement if you are able to properly attack meta
tags. Each meta description should be around characters and should include natural keyword phrases. It is also
crucial that you include some sort of call to action. This can be difficult to accomplish in only a few words and
requires careful planning and thinking. Coding Coding can be a difficult part of SEO for those unfamiliar with
the topic. While you will probably need to find someone well-educated in coding to perform detailed actions,
there is one area you should understand: In simple terms, robots. While this code is not mandatory, it is very
helpful in cases where you have pages you wish for search robots to avoid. Think of it like a "Do Not Disturb"
sign on the door. Thieves can still get in if they like, but most folks will leave you alone. It is important to
make sure your robots. To get the maximum amount of traffic and visibility, your site must be indexed by
search engines and directories, like DMOZ. Otherwise, the big guys, like Google, Yahoo! Many techniques
and tools promise to get your site indexed by search engines. With an HTML sitemap, visitors can quickly
navigate the contents of your site and head to the most relevant area. Similarly, an XML sitemap is read by
search engines to ensure the most relevant page of your site is displayed. Focus on link building through
content marketing, blog writing, guest blogging, infographics, site directories, and other tools that allow you to
leave online footprints leading back to your site. Off-page efforts also include social media marketing. When
properly used, sites like Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and Instagram can be helpful tools in acquiring site
traffic. Whatever you do, avoid black hat SEO techniques when it comes to off-page efforts. These tools
enable your site to build a healthy reputation and trust relationship with search engines and visitors.
Registering your domain name for a minimum of 5 years also instills trust and indicates that you plan to be
around for the long term. You Can Do It! Follow these 10 simple steps and you will be well on your way to
optimizing your site in a healthy way. If you have any questions please post them in the comment area below
and I will answer them as promptly as I can for you. Follow Brian Hughes on Twitter.
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5: Does Social Media Impact SEO? We Ran an Experiment to Find Out
Using social media as a marketing tool is highly valuable in its own right, but it can offer even more value when you
leverage it to increase SEO. While some changes to SEO algorithms make it challenging to keep up with best practices,
one thing that is clear is that social media can make a big impact on your search rankings.

Print Social Media has become an increasingly integral part of everyday life. This is the one place where
distance is irrelevant and you can follow all of your individual interests. Social Media is where families stay in
touch, where friends keep up with each other, where jobs are found and sometimes lost , where you can see the
day to day life of your favorite Hollywood star. It is also the place where businesses can connect with their
consumers. The biggest problem professionals face with using social media is crafting amazing content and
posts to use for their SEO campaign. The good news is that there are few very basic tips that you can follow to
ensure having a fantastic social media post for your SEO campaign every time. These tips are exactly what
you will find here. You will learn all of the basic tips as well as a few more in-depth ones. The first thing to
consider is your overall social media presence. What this means is that you need to take a look at how many
platforms you have a page on and how active you are on each page. It is vital that you have a business page set
up on all of the major platforms and that you are very active on each one. If you do not have a page on at least
three of these platforms, your first step is to add in platforms until you have at least three of the major five
covered. Contact information, product or service information, and all other relevant information. Also, photos
of products, building, employees even are a wonderful tool for engagement. After ensuring that you have a
great presence on all of your social media platforms it is time to begin working on creating the actual SEO
posts. There are several types of posts that are acceptable to use and each one has a specific purpose. The first
type that we are going to discuss is the linked post. This is when you post a link from a website to a relevant
piece of content. This will preferably be a link from your business website or blog. This link will be the
primary aspect of the post, but it cannot stand alone. You have to make people want to look at and read your
post. This is why captions, hashtags, and other tools are utilized in addition to the link. For this type of post,
write a caption that is between two and five sentences that briefly describes what the link is and why it is
important. Remember to go beyond simple, cold facts and engage with your readers in a more personal way.
Relate the content you are linking to something relevant, but also relatable to the average person. Be sure to
include at least one keyword from the original content in the caption. After the caption, use two or more
hashtags. Good examples of hashtags include the title of the article, the name of the business, a keyword from
the article, the name of the author only when relevant , and the subject of the article. You should base the
number of hashtags you use on the platform that you are posting on. Instagram is the place to add as many
hashtags as you feel is necessary to get your point across and to draw in views. Twitter is another great place
to use extra hashtags, though generally, not as many as Instagram. YouTube should have several tags to
generate views and make your videos rank on more search lists. Facebook generally does not need or want an
overwhelming amount of hashtags, keep it to three or four. Snapchat can only handle one, maybe two. If you
are using a tool to post to multiple sites at once, keep hashtag use in the middle of the two extremes. Five is a
great number when it comes to hashtags. While the focus should be an image, the same basic rules apply as for
the linked post. A three or four sentence caption along with a handful of emojis will generally suffice, though
hashtags can work here as well. People are looking for something that makes them look twice if you are using
an image as the focal point of your post it needs to go beyond the basic. This image can be a photo, a meme, a
GIF, or an illustration. If you are using an actual photo it needs to have one of two purposes. It either needs to
be informational, product, location, building, employee, sale sign, etc. This means that it can show things that
may give your followers a chuckle, something like a package fails, a fun project, a sign fail, etc. If you are
going to use a meme, there are a few rules that should be adhered to. First, always check and double check the
meme for spelling and grammar errors. It will not look good on your company if you post anything with
misspelled words or improper grammar. Second, it should not contain any foul language, no curse words or
any offensive terms. Finally, make sure that it is in some way related to your page. This can be through the
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industry, the business name, a specific product, a line of products, the location of the business, anything of this
nature. The same rules apply for posting GIFs. Illustrations should be relevant to the page as well as bold and
eye-catching. The final tip for posting great social media posts for SEO is to always make sure there are no
errors in the post. Errors can potentially come in several forms. The most obvious is spelling errors and
grammar problems. These mistakes are easy for followers to catch and when they do, rest assured that they
will point out the mistake in the comments section. Not only will many of them point it out, they will throw a
great deal of criticism into the comment as well. This is bad for two main reasons. It looks bad overall to have
mistakes in the content and a great deal of fighting in the comments even when it is among a few followers
can cause people to unfollow your page. The other type of error the facts presented in the post. Any time you
are posting any type of fact, be sure to have confirmation from multiple reliable sources before posting If you
would like to hire an SEO professional then check out Kelsall SEO.
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6: SEO and Social Media: 50 Expert Tips on Marketing Strategies - ShareThis
Since social media relies on high-quality content and a visible, strong brand presence, the efforts you spend on SEO
can doubly improve your social media reach, and as most search marketers will tell you, your social media presence can
greatly increase your search rankings.".

Contact Us SEO Content Writing Services Brafton writers, strategists and consultants work together to
develop engaging content marketing that resonates with target audiences and ranks on search engine results
pages. Your brand requires high-quality web content crafted with search engine optimization in mind. Our
SEO writing services provide the results you seek. Modern search engines feature complex algorithms built to
separate relevant, valuable online marketing from web content utilizing outdated SEO practices. Melding
journalism, creative writing and digital marketing proficiency, our writers collaborate with strategists and SEO
consultants to ensure every piece of marketing hits the mark, regardless of the type of content. Modern search
functions are geared toward searcher intent. Your audience has questions, and your content must provide
answers. Our SEO experts help you hit the mark, whether through blog articles, white papers, eBooks, custom
graphics, video productions, social media or more. From commercial queries to informational searches, our
SEO content writers work tirelessly to ensure your content marketing meets the demands of your target
audience. This way, we can optimize copywriting to encourage an SEO-friendly structure that also drives the
most qualified traffic directly to your website. Project managers stand by to act as client advocates, examining
every article outline for SEO and audience engagement opportunities. Following multiple rounds of edits and
revisions, your content is delivered through our proprietary software. Utilizing the latest techniques in line
with your commercial objectives, your team will execute organic, long-term action plans designed to
maximize your search engine rankings and ensure you stay on top. In addition to online marketing insight,
team members leverage industry-leading software products and content development services to provide
results. Modern search engines give preferential treatment to websites featuring visual marketing assets, from
custom images and infographics to live video and animated clips. Enhance your content marketing and support
SEO by incorporating media into your strategy. Visual content marketing engages website visitors and helps
your content stand out from competitors. Social media can be leveraged to help boost SEO standing, making it
an integral part of modern optimization efforts. Brafton social media strategists design robust campaigns to
generate website traffic, increase brand awareness, grow social links and demonstrate thought leadership. In
conjunction with website-focused content marketing efforts, social strategies boost online presence while
targeting potential customers where they spend their time. Organic sharing of your website is among the most
important SEO ranking factors, and UX plays a major role in whether visitors will share your site with others.
Our SEO consultants can identify potential problems with your website UX and recommend fixes geared
toward providing an enjoyable experience that is more likely to be shared. It requires continual upkeep and
constant content production to support relevance and value in the eyes of target audiences and search engines.
SEO best practices are always evolving, with some changes toppling once highly-ranked websites and forcing
them into the oblivion of search engine results pages. Brafton writers, strategists and consultants pride
themselves on staying up to date with SEO changes, providing appropriate recommendations to clients to keep
SEO strategies effective for your business. We ensure that your SEO copy is well ahead of the curve.
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7: SEO for Dummies: Learn SEO in 10 Simple Steps | Social Media Today
The impact of social media on SEO has, and probably always will be, one of the most talked about topics in the search
industry. Specifically, whether social media really helps your SEO efforts.

Social media profiles rank in search engines, too. This can help businesses beat out potential competitors in
terms of visibility. Make sure all pertinent social profiles are active and consistently engaging with audiences.
Social sharing can increase your inbound links. But remember that most social media platforms use no-follow
links. Not only can this increase the number of inbound links to your siteâ€”improving your credibilityâ€”but
it can also show how popular your content is as well. This can improve your rankings and you may also notice
social media profiles showing up near the top of branded searches as well. Social media can drive views and
engagement. If your content is good and people stick around to read it, those engagement metrics
communicate value to search engines. Influencers use social media as much as or even more than anyone else.
That kind of high-value link building from influencer marketing can be difficult to land without social media.
Facebook links are followed, so they can help more directly with rankings. Just like any other HTML page
online. So Google will not pass link juice through the pages, but they may use the links for indexing content.
So if Google sees a link shared on many Facebook pages, that they can crawl, that can help with rankings.
Tweets from high-influence users may impact search rankings. How relevant your content is, how many
people you reach with it, and whether the people engaging with you on social-media platforms have high
influence themselves are all part of your authority. Search-engine traffic increased for Moz. Apparently,
tweets from high-influence users can influence rankings for certain keywords. Social signals may even
become more important to SEO over time. For businesses looking to raise their search rankings, it indicates
that a comprehensive social media strategy might be in order â€” in addition to all of the usual SEO tactics.
Valuable, entertaining or informative content always engenders more positive interaction than blatant or
spammy advertising. Some tried and true strategies for turning up the volume on your social signals are: Keep
your brand at the top of social media news feeds. Images greatly increase interaction rates for all social media
types. Hear what people are saying about your brand and respond to critique in a constructive and positive
way. There are several free social media marketing apps which track shares, re-tweets, likes, and keywords
associated with your brand. Share links and produce original content with other popular brands. Cover all the
social media bases: Produce content for all of the top social media sites. Increase social media engagement and
your site may rise to the top of the ranks. Give your audience what they want to boost engagement. That could
be anything from recipes, to local issues, to global current events. Just choose your piece, edit your variations,
and launch the test. Conduct outreach to industry thought leaders and influencers to earn social links. You can
also add buttons for sharing specific types of content like videos, pictures, e-books, etc. Track mentions of
your branded keywords and reach out to the authors to thank them and â€” if it is appropriate â€” to ask for a
link. Increase your tweets and retweets to build your authority. What to tweet and when to tweet is an entirely
different topic, but it is important to tweet. If this is the case, then just keep tweeting. Be consistent, and tweet
good content to your viewers. Use consistent branding across all your social channels. Your handle is also
included in your unique Twitter URL for example, https: Building an audience on social media helps you meet
people where they are. You have to be proactive and reach people where they are. In fact, Facebook has nearly
2 billion users. You can even leverage social media to gather intel about your target audience. You can
analyze the demographics of your followers and gather data about how consumers interact with your digital
content. The constant real-time feedback allows you to optimize your content to meet consumer expectations.
Share content on social media to help Google find it faster. Keep an eye on the types of posts that engage users
and get clicks. To earn a sufficient number of visitors from social media sources, you need to keep a close eye
on what kind of posts not only engage users, but also get clicks. And if your goal is to drive traffic, then you
need to focus on writing engaging tweets that will make your followers want to click on them. At the very
least, you have to make sure that you actually include a link in your post. Social Media Marketing , Moz.
Cultivate a robust social media community to increase shares and engagement. This increases the number of
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backlinks leading to your site which will help with your ranking. Branded searches can help your site get
ranked for non-branded keywords that are related to your brand and the service or product it offers. If you are
publishing mediocre material that has no value, you are shooting yourself in the foot. If you want people to
share the content you are creating, invest time and effort into developing materials that will actually attract
readers. Focus on gaining references from accounts with good reputations. This makes sense, since anyone can
create a new account on a social network. Having your own social presence that is well regarded is important.
So participate on relevant social platforms in a real, authentic way, just as you would with your website, or
with customers in an offline setting. Strike up conversations with your social media followers â€” it matters!
Such engagements are key to creating and retaining an interactive community. Social media SEO would
encourage your existing customers to return while helping you develop authority for potential ones. Not to
mention, a satisfied audience would be willing to spread the word about your company. Fast response will
increase the willingness of people to recommend or praise your brand on social media. Use share buttons to
encourage readers to share your content, but place them strategically for the biggest impact. The wrong
buttons can provide negative social proof: Social media has its own perks aside from SEO value. Social media
and SEO should be working together, sharing content or utilizing engagement metrics as data for future
content creation. Social media campaigns should be focused primarily on generating their own success, with
SEO considerations as a secondary but still important consideration. Use social media to boost local SEO.
However, with careful thought, you might find an interesting and engaging way to use such platforms to
further your conversion goals. Yet this natural ebb and flow allows for immense opportunity in local branding.
When new networks arise with unique capabilities, be the first company locally and within your industry to
capitalize on the excitement of a new digital service. Leverage user-generated content to your advantage. Then
pull the tagged user-generated content and utilize it for your site. Although, long-tail keywords will drive less
traffic to your site in comparison to generic terms, the traffic will be more focused and visitors might be more
interested in your products and services. Moreover, long-tail and geo-targeted keywords offer local businesses
better chances for getting first page rankings. Or you can use a program such as Hashtag. Different platforms
have different rules. Share your content across your social channels to improve findability and boost
interaction. When a page has a lot of traffic, Google can see it. The traffic shows that the content is valuable,
and helps to push that particular page further to the top of search engine results. The effort you spend on SEO
can boost your social media reach. Both are organic, inbound strategies that focus on building an appealing
identity that naturally attracts visitors. Since social media relies on high-quality content and a visible, strong
brand presence, the efforts you spend on SEO can doubly improve your social media reach, and as most search
marketers will tell you, your social media presence can greatly increase your search rankings. Many people
search hashtags on Google to discover content on social media. Guess which platform always comes on top
when you search for a hashtag on Google? Getting your social media profiles to rank helps you dominate the
SERPs particularly for brand searches. TonyENYC , sengineland People also use social media platforms as
search engines. Patel makes this point in his article on why social is the new SEO: Likewise, brands that lend
themselves to beautiful visual content can benefit from making their content visible in Pinterest and Instagram
by using hashtags and properly categorizing their pins. But backlinks aside, social signals are about as
important as anything else. The importance of social SEO has been steadily increasing and is highly likely to
continue increasing in importance too.
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Social media SEO refers to how social media activities can boost your website's organic traffic through search engines.
It's a topic that never gets old. The reason being simple: social media is important for SEO in more than one way.

In my experience, good content is king. Study after study has shown that when people use search engines, they
are primarily seeking one thing: They are not seeking to be impressed by fancy flash sites. They are not
looking for a virtual piece of art. But there are many more unacceptable technical methodologies than
acceptable ones, including cloaking, redirects, multiple sites, keyphrase stuffing, hidden links, and numerous
others. But there are different ways to go about it. A good search engine optimization company will also
continually seek any industry specific directories where your site should be listed. In my opinion, this is much
more beneficial in the long run than the artificial methodology of trying to garner incoming links that the site
does not truly deserve. One is, of course, to improve their results based on their most recent user studies. The
other, which is obviously related, is to remove sites that are ranked artificially high. Not uncommon, but
always amusing. There is, with only a few exceptions, a common denominator in the Web sites that remain
highly ranked throughout these algorithm shifts. They offer something of value to their visitors and are
considered a resource for their industry. Remember, you are trying to reach prospects in all stages of the
buying cycle, not just the low hanging fruit ready to buy now. Let your Web site, rather than your overpaid
salesperson, be their resource to learn about your industry. Learning How to Exploit Them Artificial SEO As I
have said many times before, search engines conduct very expensive and frequent studies on what their users
want to see when they enter search queries. Obviously, no company has a more vested interest in serving up
the type of results that their users want than the engines themselves. The latter approach can make results
erratic, but it also raises a larger issueâ€”the goal of the campaign. You may get plenty of visitors, but a large
percentage of them will be short-term visitors who do not find what they want on your site and back out
without a second thought. A good Web site does have the characteristics of an organism and does develop in
the manner of a living plant or animal. It builds upon itself. It learns how it should behave for its own benefit.
Most importantly, it establishes its territory at the top of the search engine results. And as the organism
thrives, artificial machine after machine fades into obsolescence. Any SEO specialist knows link building is
essential to improving search engine visibility, but some clients have trouble accepting social media as a link
building tactic. The article in question was promoted only on Reddit. December 17th, Reddit Points: February
4th, Keyword.
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The answer to the long debated question of whether social media has any impact on SEO is finally here. After running a
month-long experiment on our own social posts, we determined there is a positive correlation between social
engagements and change in rank.

Email Marketing Strategies The best tool to monetize your site, is to use Email Marketing efficiently. You pay
for results. We apply only proven strategies that have been used to dominate the toughest keyword in the
market, and that we operated our own digital properties. Network We are members of the biggest and most
knowledgeable SEO network in the world, were we join regular mastermind events, so your business will
always stay ahead of your competition. Lift Your Company to Greater Heights With our continuous efforts we
are able to build a business website, now we can be sure that thousands of people visit our website every day.
This particularly means that your organization has to make more intricate web servers so that they can
accommodate flow of traffic and sales to your site. The very first step is to hire our SEO professionals. Our
SEO Will Make your Company Enjoy Online Longevity Investing your hard earned money with us to get your
site listed on top is basically the first step to take your company to a great level. Your investment will be worth
as the optimized website will be seen on the top for a long time. Seeing the economy, utilizing SEO will go far
better in making your company financially strong and save your costs. Potential Visitors and Customers get
Attracted to your Website and Company Using our services for your business or company will attract the
correct group of people to visit your site. Every right client looking for your services will surely be directed to
your site. If your organization is optimized properly you will be able to attract the right customers to the
website and ultimately to your organization. Email Marketing Campaigns We can also develop funnels, to
create and develop Email Lists for your business. Search engine optimization can be measured Getting a SEO
for your organization is quite important as it will provide you with an opportunity to measure your ROI. This
is probably very helpful in defining and monitoring metrics in time. Our experts will use every technique to
track the changes in the conversions, traffic and also increase your rankings to support your organization.
Making your company visible to everyone is a difficult task because the traditional marketing techniques have
many challenges and they are probably not enough to get your target values and sales. Many businesses are
trooping to enjoy our innovative, holistic, and customer based services and tips as customers are now using the
web to get goods providers. You will be on top of the Competition Getting new trends and examining the
market moves is now less hectic, all thanks to the internet as well as online traffic. It is now very easy to
analyze and study market methods for the advantage of the company. Websites with very less traffic lack data
that can be used to project trends, this force them to just employ any method that they are aware of. With a
right workable SEO Expertise your organization can identify new trends and make new items, services and
content to cement the relation with the customers. These tools help them to ascertain their most active times,
keywords they use, their geographical location, the amount of time spent on every page and so on. This
information is crucial to your company as it will help you to create a good product or service and even
discover your customers. By employing our variety of services businesses will be benefited greatly by
enhancing their sales and also selling their brand name on their site. With our professionals you will provide
your company with the top internet popularity and also make sure to increase your shares and control your
competition. He was able to bring more visibility, traffic, brand authority, and most importantly, more paying
customers to my e-commerce website. Working with Shaun was a true pleasure! I highly recommend his
services. Karolina SalekSearch Engine Optimization SEO Social Media Consultant Shaun is highly dedicated
to staying at the top of his game in the digital marketing industry, and making sure that his clients enjoy the
benefits of his expertise. Shaun is like an artist, carefully crafting his next moves and moving swiftly to
dominate the competition. Allow Shaun to work his SEO magic on you and your business and watch the
phone calls start piling in!
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